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BACKGROUND: TRACING THE EVOLUTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD
PLANNING IN SANTA CLARA
The Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project is the result of eight years of citizen
involvement in planning issues in Santa Clara and River Road. This began with the
River Road and Santa Clara Urban Services Committees, formed in December of 2000
and resulting in a final report in September 2002. The resulting recommendations
inspired the River Road and Santa Clara Transition Project beginning in 2004 and
issuing a final report in June 2006.
The River Road and Santa Clara Urban Services Committees: These committees were
appointed as joint Eugene and Lane County advisory committees, and supported by
various special district service providers in the area. Early in the process the
committees elected to unify as a single committee. It consisted of 9 residents from the
River Road area, and 9 from Santa Clara. Their charge was to review the complexities
of how urban services were being delivered to the area, and make recommendations
concerning how a smoother transition of these services might be accomplished. The
consensus of the committees was that they “strongly recommend that the City include
resident views in a new River Road/Santa Clara neighborhood plan”.
The River Road and Santa Clara Transition Project: In consequence of the
recommendations from the Urban Services Committees, the City of Eugene contracted
with David Reed & Associates in April 2004 to work with residents and service
providers to prepare a transition plan that incorporated the themes identified by the
Urban Services Committees in 2002. Twelve resident stakeholders representing
diverse community interests served as an advisory task force to assist the consultants
in developing this plan. This group submitted a report in June 2006 with various
recommendations to the City Council regarding “Landscape”, “Institutions” and
“governance.” It was recommended that a “neighborhood approach” be used in the
implementation of the Transition Project recommendations; thus charging the River
Road Community Organization and the Santa Clara Community Organization with
implementing the goals from the final report of the Transition Project.
The Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project: In August 2006 the Santa Clara
Community Organization (SCCO) adopted the recommendations of the Transition
Project in a document entitled the Santa Clara Plan. (Appendix #1) The Organization
then negotiated a “Memorandum of Understanding” with the City of Eugene for
disbursement of funds from the River Road/Santa Clara Special Assessment Bond
Fund, which was signed on August 1, 2007. (Appendix #2) SCCO subsequently
approved a proposal that a committee be formed to “define” neighborhoods in Santa
Clara to establish a “foundation for future recommendations and actions regarding
these neighborhoods”, and for the submission of a grant request to the City for $1950
to study heritage neighborhoods in Santa Clara in preparation for implementing goals
from the Transition Project. (Appendix #3) The report to be completed by the end of
September, 2008.
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THE SANTA CLARA NEIGHBORHOOD BLUEPRINTING PROJECT
The Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprinting Project is one of the “next
steps” recommended by the River Road and Santa Clara Transition
Project. This project studied how services were being delivered to the
communities of River Road and Santa Clara, and made
recommendations concerning how the transition of these communities
into more urban communities might be more seamlessly accomplished.
The “Looking Forward” portion of the conclusion of the Final Report of
the River Road and Santa Clara Transition Project outlines how work of
this project needs to proceed in the future. Here is stated:
Near the end of the second year of the Transition Project, the
River Road and Santa Clara Community Organizations
proposed to shift the scope of the project to a “neighborhoodled approach” including “refinement and implementation of
the Framework Transition Plan” and “to achieve more
neighborhood support for a Transition Plan, and more
neighborhood control over the details of implementation”
(Excerpts from April 25 2006 memorandum to the City Council
and Budget Committee)
The Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprinting Project is the logical
extension of recommendations of the River Road and Santa Clara
Transition Project Final Report. Under Neighborhood Design and
Housing the recommendations are:
Promote the identification of distinct neighborhoods within the
larger River Road and Santa Clara communities; and also
promote the development of local neighborhood-based
commercial districts and services within such neighborhoods.
This is suggested as an initial step for the following
recommendation:
Establish neighborhood development standards, including building
design, scale, and density provisions for infill and new subdivision
housing, which provide both diversity in housing choice and for
compatibility with current neighborhood housing types and styles.
DEFINING THE “CHARACTER” OF SANTA CLARA
The Neighborhood Blueprinting Committee set out to attempt the
“identification of distinct neighborhoods within the larger . . . Santa Clara
community” by attempting to isolate “heritage” neighborhoods within
the area which has established the residents’ concept of the “character”
of the area. These are the “sectors” studied in this report.
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Santa Clara’s transition from a rural community to a suburban
community essentially occurred between 1940 and 1975, with the bulk of
the development occurring between 1963 and 1973.
These
developments have established the “personality” for the area.
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Santa Clara’s Transition from a rural community to a suburban
community:
Santa Clara’s transformation was best described in 1973 in a student
thesis reporting the research of Michael Spyrou for his Master of Arts
degree and presented to the Department of Geography at the University
of Oregon entitled Land in the suburbs: Spatial patterns of lots in the
River Road-Santa Clara Area, Eugene, Oregon:
The Second Period, 1940-1970
The second period is much shorter than the first, but it
experienced more dramatic and important changes which
justify its individuality. First, the authorities for public utilities,
such as fire protection, water supply, and school districts, were
organized and consolidated during the 1940s. These services
offered stability and assurance that made the area a favorable
residential district. Second, coded subdivision regulations were
drafted and zoning ordinances accepted, and these began to
influence, to direct and regulate the development pattern.
Though at first they were not strict and comprehensive,
gradually amendments and changes were made, a process still
going on, that made the regulations more effective. The
enforcement of these laws and regulations, especially during
their initiation, was difficult. Third, the reign of the automobile
had begun; new transportation routes by-passed the area, thus
increasing the local traffic capacity of River Road. Population
continued to increase rapidly in these thirty years and a boom
of land subdivision took place, especially in the Santa Clara
district. The occupation of vacant land in River Road and
sprawl by the leap-frogging procedure [sic] in Santa Clara
mark this period. Farm land was rapidly converted to
residential lots of about 6,000 square feet. Unlimited numbers
of farm lots could be created with little legal control or much
expense. Also at this time, new subdivision design innovations
were implemented, carpeting the land with new designs and
shapes, complicated even more its already hodge-podge spatial
pattern.
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The subdivisions described here by Michael Spyrou now become the “heritage”
neighborhoods describe in this study as they set the future character of Santa
Clara.
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INTRODUCTION
This study does not presume to be a comprehensive overview of Santa Clara.
The area is huge, by neighborhood standards, and beyond the scope of the
limited resources available. Instead, some strategic areas were selected for
study and it is hoped they are representative of Santa Clara as a whole. Two
sectors built between 1963 and 1973 – the English Sector and the Irish
Sector – are stable neighborhoods and probably represent the archetype of
Santa Clara for most long time residents. The Ferndale Sector has been in
flux for decades and continues to be. It did not generally evolve as a
planned subdivision, but as an area of piecemeal infill, and might be a good
example of how it is difficult to establish neighborhood stability when there
is no long range plan for an area. The River Loop #1 Corridor is the main
connector to much of the development that has occurred and continues to
occur in Santa Clara east of River Road. As such, it is important that this
road be considered in long range planning. The Rural/Small Farm Zone is
an area where agriculture and open space still exists in Santa Clara and in
the future might continue to serve as a Santa Clara’s connection to its natural
heritage and as a natural buffer to the river greenway. The Santa Clara
Commercial Corridor is the only area zoned for commercial development,
which seems to be spreading north from its intensive inception just north of
Beltline, and might be a planned as a prototype for Opportunity Siting as
commercial development, as a whole, is only now being established.
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Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project
THE ENGLISH SECTOR
Boundaries: Newcastle Street on the east, Irving Road on the
north, Canterbury on the west, and Heywood Avenue on the South.

Zoning: The area is zoned entirely R-1. There are no commercially
developed lots in the area, and no industry, with the exception of
apparently a large shop behind a residence at 523 Durham, which
possibly serves as a home business.

Description of houses and lots in this sector: The English Sector is
a homogeneous subdivision developed between the years 1964 and
1970. Lots range from 0.15 acres and 0.21 acres (6,534 sq. ft. to
9,148 sq. ft.) Houses are nearly entirely single-family ranch style,
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as was common during the area of this era. There are a few split-level
houses in the area, but most are single-story houses of about 15ft height
with 6/12 roof pitches. House sizes range from 900 to 2000 sq. ft., with
between 3 to 5 bedrooms and usually 2 baths. Real market value generally
ranges between $170,000 and $230,000. Houses are set back from the
street with lawns 20 to 40 ft. The area of Donegal tend to have smaller
homes with 2 to 3 bedrooms and 1 to 1.5 baths, and less separation from
the street.

single story ranch style on Donegal

split level house on Donegal

Stormwater provisions: There are apparently no natural drainageways in
the area. Just outside this node, to the north and across Irving, is a
large swale that terminates at Irving Road; indicating that the swale
probably continued southward into this sector, but was filled in by
the development and the construction of Irving Road. Roofs in this
area are drained into the streets, and a storm sewer system serves the
entire area

swale north of the English Sector, terminating at Irving Road
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Storm Drain on Newcastle

Streetscapes and traffic: The area is characterized by wide streets, with
generally a 25 ft. roadbed, and 30ft. pavement on Canterbury. The
pavement is generally in excellent condition, with curb and gutter.
Traffic is light since the streets do not generally serve through
traffic, but only residents. Even though on-street parking is allowed,
there are very few cars parked on the street because of the roomy
driveways and garages that seem to be generally used for parking
rather than storage. Streetlights are generally 100 ft. apart with
cantilevered arms on utility style poles in the eastern part of the
node; and with traditional top-mount on craft-style poles in the west.

Streetlight on Newcastle

Streetlight on Donegal

In the area of Newcastle there are 4 ft. sidewalks separated from the street
curb with 9-ft. planter strips. In the west, planter strips are narrower –
about 4 to 5 feet. On Canterbury, there are no sidewalks. There are no
bicycle lanes in the area. Also there are no bus stops, as the bus serving
the area (bus 52) must be accessed from stops on Irving Road or on River
Road.
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Streetscapes on Newcastle

Streetscape on Stratford

Streetscape on York

Streetscape on Canterbury

Environment: There are no parks or schools in the area, or other
designated open-spaces; but the area has a open and spacious feel
about it because of the ample front yards and setbacks,
the
separation between houses, varying from 15 to 25 ft, and because
there are so cars parked on the streets, the streets a have a roomy
character.
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Planter strips often contain street trees from 15 to 25 ft. tall and,
especially to the west, there is a notable tree canopy as many of the
original trees were left in back yards as the area was developed. The
area is generally quiet, except on the south side the homes are close
enough to Beltline to get some of that ambient noise.

Trees on Donegal

Heritage trees on York

Historical vestiges: At 2661 York, a large tree probably qualifies as being
historic. There are no houses in within the area that could be
considered vintage, but just east, on the north side of Santa Clara
Avenue, are apparently some original houses, testifying to the
heritage of Santa Clara.
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a couple “original” on Santa Clara Avenue, near Newscastle

Aberrations: There are a few duplexes scattered throughout the area,
and a large shop, or granny-cottage at 389 Durham behind a
residence and accessed by a widened driveway. There is what
appears to be a sewer lift station just west of the
Greenwich/Canterbury intersection

Granny Cottage at 389 Durham

Sewer lift station just west of Canterbury

 SUMMARY: Impact of infill
The English Sector is a neighborhood that is generally well kempt and
pleasant. Even though there are sidewalks throughout the area, few people
use them, as they need to drive to access services. This means that there is
apparently little interaction between neighbors. The ubiquitous ranch style
architecture means that any other type of building style that might result
in infill would be very noticeable and seem out of place. Infill of any but
single story structures would degrade the neighborhood, not only in
changing the character of the neighborhood, but as multiple story
structures would threaten the privacy of backyards. Currently infill is
unlikely as the population of the neighborhood seems very stable and
because houses tend to sit very much in the middle of large lots, blocking
access to back yards making subdivision unlikely. If, in the future, this
stability changes, it might be possible to subdivide these lots into smaller
ones, but probably only by demolishing an existing house.
Any
development in the neighborhood must consider the impact on neighbors
and on the character of the neighborhood, generally.
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Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project
THE FERNDALE SECTOR
Boundaries: Ferndale, Memory Lane, Quiet Lane, Oakleaf Drive, Azalea,
Lantana, Dahlia, Violet Lane, Federal Lane, Federal Place, and Ava Street

Zoning: The area is zoned entirely R-1, except for the undeveloped Ferndale
community park (Public lands) just north of where Violet Lane dead ends;
and the Presbyterian Church on the corner of Ferndale and River Road.

Peace Presbyterian Church
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History of street development in this sector: Ages of homes Directly on
Ferndale vary from 1912 to 1960, indicating a number of eras of
development. Only a couple of original houses remain, dating 1912 and
1915. A few houses were added in the 1930s, followed by a period of growth
directly after WWII in the 1940s. At this time, Memory Lane, a street
branching to the south from Ferndale on its northern leg was added. A
number of other houses were added during the growth boom of the early
1960,s – apparently infill, as they were built between the older homes.
During this time, Lantana Avenue and Azalea Avenue were added as side
streets branching off of Ferndale to the west. Concurrent with 1940s
development on Ferndale were streets created in a separate area just east of
Ferndale, and accessible from River Road. These were Federal Lane and
branching streets of Federal Place, Ava Street, and Quiet Lane. In 1949 West
Myoak was constructed westbound from River Road to connect to Quiet Lane,
through Ava Street. And in 2007, a new street was built just north of West
Myoak. It does not quite connect to River Road and joins with Ava.

Evolution of streets in Ferndale area
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Description of houses and lots in this sector: The Ferndale sector is
characterized by a wide variety of both lot sizes and architecture, reflecting
its transitory character. Lot sizes vary from 0.12 acres, to 3.63 acres. There
are older vintage homes from small cape cod colonial – especially on Quiet
Lane and Federal Place; to Dutch colonial on Ferndale – many of them with
add-ons – to bungalow styles on Quiet Lane , mixed with California bungalow
and California Ranch style throughout. Houses tend to be 1200 sq. ft. to
1600 sq. ft., mostly below 15 ft. tall with 6/12 roof pitches. On Quiet Lane
some manufactured homes are shoehorned between older WWII style
bungalows.
Carports and garages are often added
to the original
architecture. Infill, dating between 1958 and 1965 are located on newer
streets, including Lantana, Azalea, Oakleaf Drive, Dahlia, and Violet; and on
the northern end of Quiet Lane. These newer residences are single and split
level ranch styles. Some single-story townhouse style residences have been
infilled just west of Memory Lane on a stub street coming off of Ferndale.
There are multi-family condos on the west side of Ferndale, just before it
joins Irving Road.

House on Quiet Lane

Condos at south end of Ferndale

House on Ferndale

New construction on West Myoak
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Stormwater Provisions: A system of natural swales run throughout the
region. There are no curbs or gutters in most of the traditional area, and
stormwater from roads drain into neighboring yards, which tend to be
below the level of the roadbeds. In the newer areas – Lantana, Dahlia,
Azalea – there are curbs and storm drains and off-flow from roofs are
drained into the street

Old portion of Ava

Ferndale

Memory Lane

Lantana

Natural Features:
There are a series of swales throughout the area,
sometimes shallow, sometimes deep. They may be traced as a serpentine
line from the undeveloped Ferndale Park through the area until it
terminates in a deep swale at Shirley Street, where it meets Irving Road.
This may be the vestiges of a former stream bed, and today possibly
mitigates flooding in the area. The swale is apparently piped under the
entire Oakleaf Drive subdivision.
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Swale at end of Federal Lane as it comes from under Oakleaf Subdivision

Swale on Ferndale, north of Oakleaf Drive

Swale at south end of Ferndale

As shown in this diagram, the swale in
the Ferndale Sector runs entirely
through the area in the west, and
probably delineates a former stream
bed.
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Streetscapes and Traffic:
All streets in the area are classified as
residential, and traffic is light as it apparently serves only residents and
are not convenient connectors to major thoroughfares (Between River
Road and Irving Road). Roads are 30 to 40 ft. wide, except for the area
served by Federal Lane. Roads are in good condition, except for Memory
Lane and a portion of Federal Place, where it turns to gravel. There is an
informal mud track connecting the newer portion of Ava with the older
portion.
There are no sidewalks, except on Violet and the new
development at the end of Quiet Lane. On Violet, sidewalks are 4 ft.
wide, separated from the street by 5-ft. planter strips.
There are no
bicycle lanes on any of the streets, and no street lights except on the
newer streets. These are cantilever types mounted on wooden utility
poles.

Violet Lane

Dahlia Lane

Oakleaf Drive

Ava Street, new portion
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Federal Lane

Federal Place

Quiet Lane

Streetlights on Dahlia

Environment: The area is characterized by all types of trees. There are
large evergreens planted along roads – probably in the 1930s; remnants
of old orchards throughout, especially an old filbert orchard on the road
side of a large empty lot on the east side of Ferndale. Ferndale Park, a
3.8 acre undeveloped park scheduled for development this year, is just
west of Ferndale as Ferndale makes its 90 degree turn. A portion of this
park fronts on Ferndale, and will provide access to the new park, as well
as having access from Greenfield Avenue and Violet Lane. In addition,
the area is characterized by a large amount of open space with large
undeveloped lots, swales throughout, and large gardens at the south
end.
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The Ferndale area has many large native trees

Undeveloped Ferndale Park from Violet

Old filbert orchard on Ferndale

Commercial amenities: The area has no commercial facilities of its own,
but the entire sector is within half a mile of the River Road commercial
area at the intersection of Irving Road and River Road. There are private
daycares on Ferndale and on Memory Lane, and a licensed parochial
school at the Presbyterian Church at the corner of Ferndale and River
Road.
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Historical Vestiges: There is what appears to be an original farm house at
125 Irving, and at 501 Irving, as well as a farm house just south of the
Presbyterian Church. Also there is a large coast redwood just west of
240 Ferndale. The vestiges of old orchards are pervasive testimonies to
the history of the area.

Ferndale, as it turns south

Aberrations: Infill that seems incongruous are the most recently-built
townhouses behind a 1930s vintage house on a stub street coming off
the north leg of Ferndale, just west of Memory Lane.
The
developments built between 1958 and 1965 in the areas of Lantana,
Oakleaf Dr., Azalea and Greenfield are more contemporary and distinct
from the rest of the node as they have taken on a distinctly different
character with large yards and ranch-style homes, much like what can
be found in the English Node.
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Townhouses on a stub street on Ferndale, just east of Memory Lane



SUMMARY: Impact of Infill

Development of the Ferndale Sector was apparently expedited by an
agricultural road attaching Irving to River Road and River Loop #1. It seems
that some of the original houses still exist, but were supplemented by
episodes of building along the road. These episodes seem to have occurred
during the 1930s, immediately after WWII, and in the late 1950s. This has
resulted in an eclectic collection of house styles and lot sizes – some lots that
are still quite large, remaining from the agricultural era, and some lots have
been divided into much smaller sizes to accommodate new residences. As
such, there is no true identifiable character Of Ferndale, itself,
but
homogeneity can be found on streets added after 1958. The potential is for
much more subdividing on Ferndale and in the area of Ava and Quiet Lane.
There is opportunity here to plan livable neighborhoods characterized by the
preservation of open space and natural swales. Also, the eastern end of
Federal Lane might be considered as an appropriate candidate for a multi-use
Opportunity Site, as it borders River Road and the commercial area, affording
denser population which would not be appropriate on Ferndale, itself, and
providing a buffer for the neighborhoods to the west.
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Nexus of Federal Lane with River Road
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Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project
THE RIVER LOOP #1 CORRIDOR
Boundaries: All development and natural features contiguous with River
Loop #1 between River Road and its junction with Wilkes Drive

Zoning: River Loop #1 is zoned R-1, except for lots still zoned County AG
and public lands in the area of Terra Linda Park. At its extreme eastern
portion just before it joins Wilkes, about 800 feet of the road is
contiguous with the urban growth boundary.

Description of houses in this area: Houses range in age from a few of the
original structures (including one built in 1890) to 1978. Periods of
building seems to have occurred in the 1920s, the 1940s, and the 1960s.
Houses built on connecting streets are more recent, with those on
Dibblee Lane varying in age from 1930 to 2000; those on Wedgewood,
Baywood, and Alameda during the 1960s; and Grizzly Lane and Zane
Lane during the 1990s. The styles of houses reflect the periods of
building in the area. There are many ranch style houses, in the fashion
of the 1960s; but also many homes from the original developments.
These include very old ones from the turn of the century, to the 1920s
and many smaller post World War II homes (many with detached
garages or carports added). There are also a few older manufactured
homes. The only consistency in the neighborhood is house size which
is small, ranging from 1000 to 2000 sq. ft (except for the original farm
homes which tend to be larger).
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Older house at 498 River Lp. #1

Older house at 760 River Lp. #1

Lot Sizes: Tax lots contiguous to River Loop #1 range from 0.18 acres to 9
acres, reflecting the subdivision over time of large agricultural plots.

Diagram of lots contiguous with
River Loop #1

Recent Infill: Many small older houses on very deep lots front the road.
Some of these are still farm lots and small pastures. This affords an
opportunity for infill development. Recent R-1 housing have been
constructed, and are being constructed on short streets joining River
Loop #1 trending in the style of suburban townhouses.
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pasture behind 700 River Lp. #1

New Development near Lone Oak Park

lot under development at end of Zane
Lane (Clair Crossings)

Infill at 185 River Lp. #1

Stormwater Provisions:
All roof drainage is apparently directly
infiltrated into the ground since there is no public stormwater system
on River Loop #1; and nearly all of the houses are below street level.
There appears to be a drywell at Dalewood and Banton. A large
natural swale can be seen on various lots in the area; apparently the
remnants of former natural streams. An extensive swale encompasses
about a quarter of the lot at 190 River Loop #1, a lot scheduled for
development. Another swale is apparent at 498 and 500 River Loop
#1. The East Santa Clara Waterway, an identified Goal 5 stream,
swings through much of the area, crossing under the road at 500 River
Loop #1 through a large culvert.
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Lot being developed at 190 River Lp. #1 with extensive swale

Swale between 498 and 500 River Lp. #1

East Santa Clara Waterway as it passes
Under River Lp. #1

Streetscapes and traffic: River Loop #1 is approximately 25 feet wide
along its entire length with sound pavement striped with a center
line and fog lines on either side; but with unpaved and often
minimal shoulders. There are no curbs or sidewalks or bicycle lanes
on any portion of the road. There is some parking on the street in
the rare cases where there is room between the street and yards.
Traffic is light as the road is not a convenient connector, but serves
only residents in the area. There is no bus service within the area:
the nearest bus stop is on River Road. There are cantilevered
streetlights on utility poles along the entire street, approximately
100’ apart.
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Streetscape of River Lp. #1 adjacent to Terra Linda Park

Environment: There are areas where older trees often form a canopy over
the street. These are both coniferous and deciduous and sometimes
native trees. There are no trees that have been recently planted along
the street. One undeveloped 4-acre park, Terra Linda Park, is on the
north side of the street. Not far east of River Loop #1 is Whitely
Landing, a small County park and boat landing on the river. Along this
eastern edge of the street are expansive stretches of farms and
undeveloped land outside the urban growth boundary. River Loop #1
stops not far from where it joins Wilkes Ave, not far from the new
James Madison Middle School, which has large playing fields.
Adjoining these school grounds, the City is attempting to purchase
land for a large community park for Santa Clara. The area has little
noise impact except for an occasional automobile as there is no
industry in the area and no through truck traffic. There are no
commercial facilities in the area; the nearest would be the Santa Clara
intersection at Irving and Hunsaker, possibly 3 miles away for many
River Loop #1 residents, though some limited commercial facilities are
now being established on River Road near River Loop #2.
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Vestige of old walnut orchard behind 299
River Lp. #1, scheduled for development

Large maple at 299 River Lp. #1

An 1890s house near Whitely Landing
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Whitely Landing: a County-owned
Park and boat landing

Terra Linda Park: an undeveloped
City park.

Aberrations: Some newer developments occurring on spur streets
off of River Loop #1 seems out of character with the neighborhood
because of their constricted lots, but, outside of adding traffic to a
narrow street, they do not seem to impact the livability of their
neighbors. One residence, 717 River Loop #1, stands out as incongruous
as a large English-style estate among humble homes.
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 SUMMARY: Impact of infill
Though there are vestiges of the original River Loop #1 still visible, the
constant insult of development since the 1920s have given the area
something of a hybrid flavor; and more recent developments promise to
continue this process. The uninterrupted length of the street encourages
additions of side streets with new developments. This promises in the
future to threaten the quietness of the street as it will more and more
become an access and corridor for all these new residents.
River Loop #1 at its eastern edge enters the “Rural/Small Farm Zone”
where urban growth meets the metropolitan growth boundary. As it
enters these open farmlands that protect the river greenway from
residential density, development should also reflect this transition, with
density controlled and open space preserved.
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Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project
THE IRISH SECTOR
Boundaries: All development bordered by Spring Creek Drive on the north,
Scenic Drive on the east, River Loop #2 on the south, and Shannon and
Scottdale on the west.

Zoning: All lots in this sector is zoned R-1. (lots just west of the sector are
zoned PL (Awbrey Park School) and C-2 (the former Ray’s Market complex).

Description of houses in this sector: A few houses on the end of Shannon
and the southern end of Scottdale where it meets Oroyan are recently built
(2006 and 2007). Structures in the rest of the area was built between 1963
and 1978. Houses are ranch style homes with attached garages, some
which have been modified to use the garage as living space.
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A number of these homes have a unique “hat” on top of the garage areas to
form a split level living space above the garage. Newer homes built at the
ends of Shannon and Scottdale have copied this design so they conform
with the rest of the neighborhood.

The unique “hat” style ranch design found throughout the Irish Sector

At the intersection of Dublin and Scenic are smaller homes – bungalow in
size, but still with a ranch style design. A few residences have RV and
other kinds of storage areas that have been added to the original garages.
Houses tend to be between 950 and 1800 Sq. ft. Most houses have 3
bedrooms and either one or two bathrooms. Driveways are paved with
houses sitting above street level. Lawn setbacks tend to be about 40 feet
with 20 feet between houses.
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house on Shannon

cul de sac on Kildare

house built in 2007 at corner of Shannon and Spring Creek

Lot Sizes: Lots size generally range between .15 and .25 acres
(6,500-10,890 sq. ft.)
Stormwater Provisions: The area seems to depend on off flow to Spring
Creek which borders the node on the west, with back yards on
Scottdale directly on the Creek. There are low curbs throughout the
area and roofs are drained into the street, though there appear to be
no storm drains. This may be the reason for occasional reported
flooding in the area, notably in the early 1970s.
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Spring Creek channel, next to Awbrey Park School

Traffic and Transportation: Streets in the area are entirely residential. The
sector is bordered with three main roads – Spring Creek Drive on the
north, River Loop #2 on the south and Scenic Drive on the east. The node
is not a convenient through route, so the traffic tend to serve only the
immediate neighborhood. Streets have a roadbed of 25 ft. in good
condition. Parking is on driveways, and occasionally the street. There are
no bicycle lanes or sidewalks -- yards extend right to the curbs -- so
bicycles must be ridden down the street. The traffic is light, and speed is
not a factor, so there does not seem to be an issue with this. There are
two bus stops within easy walking distance – one on the north where
Scottdale meets Spring Creek Drive, and one to the east where Dublin
meets Scenic Drive – currently served by bus 51. Walking must occur
down the streets since there is no open space between lots to afford
passage through the area via informal paths.
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bus stop at Spring Creek Drive and Scottdale

Streetscapes: Most of the trees in the area were probably planted with the
development; but that makes many of them 40 years old. They are of a
wide variety, mostly deciduous, and stand between 20 and 50 feet tall,
forming a canopy in some areas; and providing shade to many back
yards. Street lighting was part of the original development on Scottdale,
Kildare, and Shannon. They are cantelever type, mounted on wooden
utility-type poles. Lights are rare on the other streets, but cooperating
neighbors have apparently had some lights installed in more recent
years.

street light on Kildare Avenue
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Scottdale, taken from Oroyan Avenue

Kildare Street

Shannon Street

Shamrock Avenue

mature trees on Limerick Avenue
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Amenities:
Schools and Parks: The older Awbrey Park is on the corner of Spring
Creek Drive and River Road, within easy walking distance of this
neighborhood. It has been recently improved as a City neighborhood park.
Awbrey Park School has a large playground and playing field just to the
west of Scottdale and north of Oroyan.
Commercial Facilities: Recently Oroyan was extended from Shannon to
River Road with the large commercial development – Ray’s Food place,
recently closed. Commercial enterprises are beginning to be developed
nearby with the Prime Time Deli and business offices on River Loop #2 and
River Road.
Many other lots are zoned commercial and ready for
development. A 7-11 is nearby.
Environment: The
area is set back several blocks from River Road and is generally very quiet,
with the only noise source the schoolyard at Awbrey Park School; and
occasionally the fire alarm horn at the Santa Clara Volunteer Fire Station #2
on River Road, bordering the playground. Spring Creek borders the
neighborhood – the only notable natural feature, outside of the well-tended
yards and the mature shrubbery throughout.
Aberrations:
There are three notable deviations from the typical
neighborhood character. First, the commercial development of Ray’s Food
Place included a housing development called “The Commons” It is on a
dedicated street behind the store and are a group of western-style
townhouses clustered so closely together as to appear to be row houses.

The Commons
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The second is a curious collection of California-style bungalows on a small
cul de sac accessed by a short street called North Grove, on a corner of
River Loop #2, in the area between Loop #2 and Limerick Avenue. Many of
these are original bungalows built in the University district and moved
there sometime during the 1970s.

transplanted houses: North Grove

The third is a collection of newer newer style homes with tiny yards and
placed closely together on a private drive serving them all. They are on the
corner of Shannon and River Loop #2.

“cluster” houses at junction of Loop 2 and Shannon
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 SUMMARY: Impact of Infill
The area is fully developed. Lots generally range between .18 and .20 acres,
offering little opportunity for subdivision. There are a few larger lots on the
fringes, which may offer space for new development. The area is quiet and
generally well kempt. Stormwater and street amenities are inadequate, but it
is a pleasant neighborhood near developing services and close to
transportation corridors.
Even though there are some architectural
distractions, many of the houses recently-built fit in with the neighborhood,
giving the area a homogeneous and stable aura.
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Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project
THE SANTA CLARA RURAL/SMALL FARM ZONE
Boundaries: This study area extends from Beaver Street/Hunsaker Lane on the
south, to Hileman Boat Landing on the north; and from streets on the west
from Banton Ave, River Loop #1, Kendra Street, Wendover Street, and Hileman
Road on the west to the Willamette River on the east.

Even though much of the zone extends outside the Urban Growth Boundary, it
is considered by most old-time Santa Clarans as part of the Santa Clara
neighborhood, and the Santa Clara Volunteer Fire Department includes the
entire area within its boundaries; and the Santa Clara Water District includes
most of the area, though the District does not extend as far east as the
Willamette River.
Waterways: Most of this area may be defined by the waterways that tend to form
its perimeters on the east and the west. To the east is the Willamette River,
and to the west is the East Santa Clara Waterway. These do not form a clear
definition as channels of the Willamette wander throughout the river channel,
and the East Santa Clara Waterway can be found only in the north of the zone.
And, even though this channel forms much of the Urban Growth Boundary,
there are parcels to the west of it that might also be described as rural.
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East Santa Clara Waterway, as it borders East Beacon Drive

The Willamette River about where the McKenzie joins it along Hileman Lane

Farmland:
This is the Wilamette River flood zone, the river has formed an
alluvial plain composed of rich class 1 and class 2 soils. But the capricious
river makes only small parcels available. As such, this is historically, and
currently, a region of small farming.
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The lighter line is the Urban Growth Boundary. There are many lots within the boundary
which are also rural and/or farm land

Many of the small farms in the area have been owned by the same families for
generations and the names of these families are familiar to any resident of Santa
Clara who has lived in the area for very long. Small farms are often announced by
signs along East Beacon and River Loop #1.
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A Bicycle trip down East Beacon Drive: The Rural/ Small farm zone is
accessed from the north by turning east from River Road onto East Beacon
Drive. For a mile there are subdivisions on the right and orchards and small
farms on the left as this is the Urban Growth Boundary. Soon the road
crosses Spring Creek and the tree canopy, and small orchards and blueberry
farms advertises that suburban Santa Clara is giving way to Santa Clara’s
agrarian past. Once East Beacon meets the East Santa Clara Waterway, the
countryside is rural.

East Beacon crosses Spring Creek

The East Santa Clara Waterway borders East Beacon

East Beacon follows the East Santa Clara Waterway for about half a mile then
turns, and farmland is on both sides of the road. There were at one time four
covered bridges on East Beacon. They are gone, but the rustic atmosphere
remains.

A farm house on East Beacon Drive

Streetscape: East Beacon Drive
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East Beacon eventually ends as it joins River Loop #1. A left at River Loop #1
and the road soon ends and Hileman Lane begins, then ends after half a mile
as it terminates at the river.

Gardens and orchards on Hileman Lane

The Willamette River at the end of Hileman Lane

If, instead of turning left onto River Loop #1, one would turn right (south),
River Loop #1 would eventually lead back into the Urban Growth Boundary
and into residential housing, but not before the road passes through more
agricultural land.

Open land along River Loop #1

A working farm on River Loop #1

Where subdivision meets farmland:
At times, the transition between
residential subdivisions is natural and measured, as subdivisions gradually
phase into older homesteads. At other times, the transition is stark and
shocking as farmland meets relatively dense housing and streets end at
working farms.
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End of subdivision: Grizzly Ave.

End of subdivision: Miles Way and Silvermeadow Dr.

One happy transition is the location of the yet undeveloped Wendover Park.
This parkland lies the furthest north of all City parks, between Scenic and
East Beacon Drive. Its borders follow the Urban Growth Boundary, and serves
as a natural buffer between the farmland to the east, and the recentlydeveloped subdivision to the west.

Wendover Park

Santa Clara and River Access: The Willamette River forms the entire eastern
border of Santa Clara, yet public access to the river is limited to one small
County park. This is because private ownership goes right to the river bank,
and because access
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roads are few and far between. Delay Drive goes directly east toward the river
from River Loop #1, but ends at gates of private lands before it actually reaches
the river. Hileman Lane used to be the access to Hileman Landing. This was a
County landing, but is now not operational because the River, as rivers often
do, found another channel and cannot be accessed without crossing private
land. The only way Santa Clarans can actually go to the banks of the river is
down Chapman Drive to get to Whitely Boat Ramp, a County park on the banks
of a river channel.

Former access to Hileman Landing, now closed

Willamette River channel for Whitely Boat Ramp

State Goal
15
makes
protecting
farmland
adjacent to the River, and
establishing
a
public
Greenway along the river a
top priority.
There has
been
some
effort
to
accomplish this in Santa
Clara.
The Willamette
River Acquisition Planning
Council have begun some
initial
planning
to
accomplish
this
by
targeting some privatelyowned land along the
River and inquiring as to
the
potential
of
purchasing these lands for
a public Greenway, as
shown in this aerial
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Exceptions: Besides Wendover Park, the undeveloped community park site on
Wendover Ave, the City of Eugene is in the process of purchasing land to the
east and north of Madison Middle School to establish a large community park
for Santa Clara. It is hoped that approximately 40 acres might be acquired.
This would be a nice segue between the subdivisions on Wilkes Drive and the
school, and the farmlands that to the east and north. Just east of Admiral
Street is a piece of property of about 20 acres owned by the Eugene School
District, and just to the south of that is a 72 acre piece of rural land owned
by Delta Sand and Gravel. This land is currently under dispute as Delta has
applied to extend their mining operations into this area, and the adjacent
homeowners have challenged the application.

Aerial of School District and Delta Sand and
Gravel lots

Delta Sand and Gravel lot,
currently under dispute

 SUMMARY: SANTA CLARA’S RURAL AND FARM ZONE
Santa Clara’s past is a bucolic one, and this zone epitomizes traditional Santa
Clara. It not only demonstrates what all of Santa Clara used to be like, but sets
the ambience of rural living people still move to Santa Clara to try to capture.
Given the fact that the entire area is within the River flood zone, and is
protected under State Goal 15, it is probably unlikely the Urban Growth
Boundary will be extended toward the river. But in any event, this land needs
to be preserved and protected as a valuable asset to the area. It is also essential
that protection from flooding provided by other waterways in the area, as well
as their ecologies, be protected by monitoring fill and development on their
banks. In addition, the lack of access to the River should be a serious concern,
and it is necessary that efforts to acquire access to the Willamette River
continue and become a larger priority.
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Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint Project
SANTA CLARA’S COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR
Currently commercial development in Santa Clara may be found along River Road; mostly clustered near
the River Road/Beltline interchange. This is actually a relatively new development for Santa Clara.
Historically meager commercial services could be found at the south corner of River Road and Irving
Road, facing Santa Clara Elementary School on the east side of River Road. All this changed when
Beltline was constructed in the 1960s, and the major intersection that resulted where it crossed River
Road created an attractive retail location.
When a committee created the refinement plan for River Road and Santa Clara between 1983 and
1986, the Santa Clara Square complex was already quite well established. This committee (the River
Road/Santa Clara Citizen Advisory Team (CAT) foresaw River Road as the logical center for commercial
activity in both River Road and Santa Clara; thus the River Road/Santa Clara Urban Facilities Plan
recommends that commercial development in Santa Clara be on River Road, with one exception – an
area on Irvington Drive near the Northwest Expressway, anticipating future residential development in
that area.

from the River Road-Santa Clara Urban Facilities Plan, 1987

Few of these businesses actually face River Road with direct access onto River Road as the Citizen
Advisory Team was concerned that strip development on River Road might follow the same pattern as
West 11th, with vehicles turning directly out of hundreds of curb cuts onto a major arterial; so the Urban
Facilities Plan requires that businesses gain their access from adjoining streets when possible. This has
been a relatively successful requirement, with convenience stores, mostly, as the only violators.
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Areas of commercial zoning. The commercial zones in Santa Clara might be studied as three areas:
The Santa Clara Square site (Area 3), extending from Beltline along both sides of River Road to just
north of where Irving Road and Hunsaker Lane joins River Road; Area 2) extending on the east side
of River Road from River Loop #2 to Oroyan Avenue, where the former Ray’s Food Place was
recently built; and Area 1, the small site referred to earlier, or Irvington Drive close to the Northwest
Expressway
AREA 1
This site was originally designated by the Citizen Advisory Team as the “floating node”.
Calculations by staff advisors indicated that there would need to be about 2 more acres of land set
aside for commercial zoning than was already being allowed along River Road. After allowing this
decision to “float” for some time, the committee finally settled on this location, anticipating that
heavy residential development might mean long commutes to services on River Road and a small
convenience mall could serve these new residents. However, commercial zoning allows for a wide
variety of businesses, and development of this site would occur before residential density could reach
the critical mass needed to make a commercial mall profitable. So now commercial area 1 is now
entirely a large, high-security rental storage facility.

2005 aerial of commercial area #1 (before development)
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Area 3 Developed: Armored Storage

Front view: Armored Storage

AREA 2
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This location was formerly known as Fir Grove. The old country store has been replaced with a
convenience store, and a number of other small businesses have recently sprung up. And the area
continues to be developed. The most prominent development in the area is a large supermarket, the
former Ray’s Food Place, which operated for less than a year before closing. It is currently for lease.

Former Ray’s Food Place

Prime Time Deli complex on River Loop #2

7-11 on River Road, and empty lot behind, scheduled for commercial development
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AREA 3

This area is dominated by Santa Clara Square, with Fred Meyer and Albertson’s as anchor stores; but
many other businesses have grown in the malls surrounding these stores, providing a full service
commercial area to the citizens of Santa Clara. This also includes businesses on the west side of
River Road, especially medical offices and clinics. The strip commercial anticipated by the Citizen
Advisory Team is now being realized. The commercial developments beginning with Santa Clara
Square have now pushed northward to join the commercial developments long manifest at the
junction where Hunsaker Lane and Irving Road joins River Road. And, with the development
currently planned for the lot formerly occupied by Santa Clara Elementary School at the southeast
corner of River Road and Hunsaker, the unification of these two commercial areas will be complete.
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Southwest corner of intersection of Irving and River Road

Northwest corner of intersection of Irving and River Road
(Future site of Walgreen)

Former site of Santa Clara Elementary School. Future site of Santa Clara Crossings
(Southeast Corner of Hunsaker and River Road)
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Santa Clara Square

Terpenning Terrace: Senior living facility
northwest corner of River Road and Beltline

Looking north up River Road from Santa Clara Square

Fred Meyer complex south across Division Avenue
from Santa Clara Square

Medical buildings west of River Road
from Santa Clara Square

Bank and medical building east of Fred Meyer
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Medical Building and City Fire Station on Santa Clara Avenue
directly west across River Road from Albertsons

East side of Albertson’s complex

 The Future of commercial development in Santa Clara:
Zoning maps indicate much more opportunity for commercial development in both areas 2 and 3.
There is also much opportunity for redevelopment as the area becomes even more attractive for more
intensive and comprehensive retail development than now currently exists. As this occurs, it might be
hoped that such new development is more congenial for bicycle and pedestrian access as those that
have been developed so far are centered solely around the automobile. Also, new development may
hold promise for implementing opportunity siting strategies on and near River Road.
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CONCLUSION
Santa Clara grew in “spurts”. New development in the most recent spurt
from 1996 to today may have been a result of the vibrant economy during
this period as well as the installation and availability of a modern sewer
system; but this period may be coming to an end with the mortgage crisis
and uncertain economy currently being experienced.
The most recent period of building in Santa Clara has been consistent
with the previous spurts, i.e. medium sized, single family homes of design
more or less consistent with previous growth spurts, built in subdivisions in
the remaining open land in Santa Clara within the Urban Growth Boundary.
These developments differ only by their reflection of more current building
codes, with smaller lot sizes, and more modern street design. Infill in older
neighborhoods tend to be flag lots, taking advantage of the large, deep lots
from the past; or cluster developments in the larger empty lots that remain
along major corridors. The few attempts at more dense developments, using
the western townhouse style has not, as yet, been very successful.
Infill: The “established” neighborhoods recorded in this study are
those created in the last growth spurt in the 1960s and 70s. These
neighborhoods are what most Santa Clarans now regard as the archetype for
the community. Current development thus far tend not to have threatened
these established neighborhoods as there is little space for dense
development within them. More of a concern, though, is for the open space,
the remaining agricultural land, and the streams and drainage swales as land
becomes more scarce, and developers are now considering lands that
formerly was not as attractive for development. With denser development,
Santa Clarans have experienced dramatic effects on stream ecologies as
pervious surfaces are reduced, seriously impacting stream flows. And the
remaining agricultural land that has also given Santa its identity is threatened
with pressure for growth, This report records a few of these resources, but a
thorough cataloguing of open space; and the completion of the River
Road/Santa Clara Basin Study currently under way is needed in order to
establish protections for these vanishing resources.
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Where We Go From Here:
One goal of this study was to try to understand the effects infill
might be having on the Santa Clara community. It was hoped the
“character” of the community might be preserved. Much hope now
rests with Eugene’s attempt to deal with this problem city-wide in the
Infill Compatibility Study Committee, which is attempting to study
and remediate this problem on a more comprehensive level. In this
effort, information being collected by the Santa Clara Neighborhood
Blueprint project has gone a long way in shaping Santa Clara’s input in
this city-wide initiative. Also this report may help in the future in
determining what development is consistent with the character of
Santa Clara, and in determining future Opportunity Siting potentials.
In considering future studies in Santa Clara, our study has
demonstrated the importance of the natural environment in the
character of the area: open space, streams, and natural swales are
essential to Santa Clara’s charm, and is the reason many residents
choose to locate here. Pressures of infill are threatening these
resources and, unless some steps are taken to protect them, they will
disappear. the Santa Clara Community Organization has already taken
steps in addressing this threat by forming a Natural Resources
Committee which will identify these resources as a first step in their
preservation and protection. Also the City Council decision on August
11, 2008 to adopt the MiCAP recommendations, amending the City
Code is a good first step in the protection of these resources. Among
the code changes is included “Encourage on-site infiltration/ and
restricts fill and disturbance of drainage ways” The code revisions
also gives neighbors in Santa Clara a greater voice in the alteration of
their neighborhood with a provision to “Provide for early neighbor
and neighborhood input into the development process”. And it is
hoped that this study might be of some service in yet another code
revision also included which would “Add definition of neighborhood
character.”
People in Santa Clara accept that change is inevitable, but
perhaps the changes effected by MiCAP, the current work being done
by the Infill Compatibility Task Team, the Opportunity Siting Task
Force, and the information and recommendations of this report might
all serve as a guide so this change not only recognizes the unique
value of Santa Clara to its residents, but also might preserve and
enhance these qualities.

APPENDIX

SANTA CLARA PLAN
Adopted August 3, 2006
GOALS
1. Sustain long-established community traditions of self-governance and selfdetermination in Santa Clara, explore creative options and alternative strategies, and
help to sustain and, where possible, expand long-established community institutions
such as the fire protection special service districts.
2. Create an environment for achieving the highest level of public trust, actively
engaging residents to resolve past issues, strengthening and building community
identity, fostering inclusive public decision-making, and working in partnership toward
the preferred future for the Santa Clara community.
3. Develop and adopt a neighborhood-based community plan and program for Santa
Clara, including a community vision, goals, and a set of strategic-implementing
actions.
4. Strengthen and expand the role of the Santa Clara Community Organization in local
governance and decision-making
5. Establish and maintain stable and livable neighborhoods that sustain distinct
community character, connections, and heritage; and that provide for diverse housing
choices, inviting open spaces, recreational opportunities, social activities, and
neighborhood-based commercial and other services in a child and family friendly
environment.
6. Guide growth in a way that strengthens and preserves the character of existing
neighborhoods, and supports sustainable development with design excellence and
creative, environmentally sound planning.
7. Acquire and preserve parks, natural areas, and open spaces; and protect
remaining agricultural lands and heritage features and patterns.
8. Preserve and restore the Willamette River and Greenway as an open space
corridor and enhance to the maximum degree possible the visual, physical, social,
and pedestrian connections between the river and the Santa Clara community;
preserve and restore local stream corridors, smaller drainage ways, roadside
ditches, and the soils and trees that function as the area’s natural drainage system.
9. Make the River Road thoroughfare the central unifying rather than dividing element
of the Santa Clara community; and provide for other improvements that make the
neighborhood connected, safe, accessible, and walkable.
10. Ensure the provision of quality public services by partnering with and between
residents, local special service districts, the City of Eugene, Lane County, and other
groups and jurisdictions to implement these goals.

Memorandum of Understanding

Between:

The City of Eugene, an Oregon Municipal Corporation

And:

The Santa Clara Community Organization

(“City”)
(“SCCO”)

RECITALS
A.
The City encourages participation in community affairs by its citizens and has had a
Neighborhood Recognition Policy in effect since 1973.
B.
The River Road and Santa Clara Transition Project Final Report, June 2006, (“Transition
Project Report”) sets out strategies and actions to address governance and service delivery
challenges in the River Road and Santa Clara communities. The parties’ intended purpose for the
grant funding available under this Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is to fund projects that
will implement strategies and actions listed in the Transition Project Report (“Grant Projects”),
Exhibit A.
C.
In prior fiscal years, the City has allocated money from the River Road / Santa Clara Special
Assessment Bond Fund to fund specific projects related to the River Road and Santa Clara
neighborhood organizations. The bond fund has been depleted to the point where it no longer
warrants separate fund status within the City’s budget. With the City’s fiscal year 2007 and 2008
budget, the remaining monies in the bond fund will be transferred to the General Fund for use by
the Planning & Development Department’s neighborhood organization program. The City
intends to distribute those remaining bond fund monies to the River Road and Santa Clara
neighborhood organizations as set out in this MOU.
D.
SCCO is a recognized neighborhood organization with a charter approved through the
City’s Limited Recognition Recognition Policy. The River Road Community Organization
(“RRCO”) is also a neighborhood organization recognized through the City’s Limited Recognition
Policy.
E.
SCCO provides services to its members by undertaking neighborhood-wide public
interest projects and communicating with its membership about community issues.
F.
The purpose of this MOU is to identify the procedures under which SCCO will be eligible
to seek City grant funding to undertake projects that implement the strategies and actions of the
Transition Project Report.
AGREEMENT
In consideration of the above recitals, which are incorporated herein, the parties agree as follows:
1.
The City has available $20,000 (Twenty Thousand Dollars) to fund Grant Projects
undertaken by SCCO (“Project Funding”).
2.
To obtain Project Funding, SCCO must present a proposed Grant Project to the City via
the City’s Planning and Development Department directed to the attention of the Planning
Division Manager. A Grant Project proposal must be in writing and must state how the Grant
Project is consistent with and implements the vision, goals,strategies or actions set out in the
Transition Project Report. The Grant Project proposal must also detail how much Project Funding

is being requested for the proposed project, and estimated timing of requested payments. Grant
Project proposals must be approved by the SCCO board prior to being submitted to the City and
the proposal must indicate the date on which the SCCO board approved the proposal.
3.
The City shall review each Grant Project proposal for consistency with the Transition
Project Report and shall only approve funding for Grant Projects that are consistent with and
implement the vision, goals, strategies, or actions set out in the Transition Project Report. If the
City determines that a proposed Grant Project fails to implement a Transition Project Report
vision, goal, strategy or action, the City shall inform the SCCO in writing of this fact and the City’s
reasons for making the determination.
4.
If the City approves a proposed Grant Project for Project Funding, the City shall notify
SCCO in writing and shall state the amount of Project Funding that will be available for the Grant
Project. Project Funding will only be disbursed by the City to SCCO upon submission of a written
request for reimbursement or submission of a bill for goods and services. Each written request for
reimbursement or bill for goods and services must be accompanied by a written explanation
detailing which Grant Project the request or bill relates to and the nature of the expenditure. The
City may deny a reimbursement request or request to pay a bill for goods and services if the City
determines that the expenditure is outside the scope of the Grant Project or if it would constitute
an illegal expenditure of public funds.
5.
In addition to the Project Funds identified above, the City has available $20,000 (Twenty
Thousand Dollars) for Joint Grant Projects (“Joint Project Funding”). A Joint Grant Project is a
Grant Project proposed jointly by SCCO and RRCO. Joint Grant Project proposals submitted by
SCCO and RRCO for expenditure of Joint Project Funds shall follow the same procedures as set
out above for proposed Grant Projects seeking Project Funds, with the exception that each Joint
Project must be approved by both SCCO and RRCO boards.
6.
Funds provided by the City under this Agreement are public funds and shall be spent in
compliance with all local, state, and federal laws and regulations governing the spending of public
funds, including but not limited to, state and City public contracting laws and regulations.
7.
City shall not fund any Grant Project in excess of the remaining balance of Project
Funding. The City shall not fund any Joint Project in excess of the remaining balance of Joint
Project Funding.
8.
Either party may terminate this Agreement for any reason upon one hundred eighty (180)
days written notice to the other party.
9.
SCCO, its board, members, and agents are not agents or employees of the City and have
no authority to make any binding commitments or obligations on behalf of the City.
10.
In the case of a disagreement about the funding of a proposal or the 180 day notice, the
final arbiter is the Planning and Development Department Executive Director.
This Memorandum of Understanding shall become effective on the date it is signed by all the
parties.

Memorandum of Understanding
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City of Eugene and Santa Clara Community Organization

THE SANTA CLARA COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
Founded 1977
To:

Lisa Gardner
Planning Director, City of Eugene

August 3, 2007

Subject: Request for funding
This is a funding grant request from the Santa Clara Community Organization for
funds from the River Road/Santa Clara Sewer Bond fund for continuing work on the
River Road and Santa Clara Transition Project; funds distributed under the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the respective community
organizations and the City of Eugene. Funds requested are from the Santa Clara
portion of the fund.
This memorandum was created under the “next step” provision of the River Road and
Santa Clara Transition Project which states “At the request of Task Force members
and the two Community Organizations, the final year of the Transition Project will be
organized and led by the River Road and Santa Clara Community Organizations.
Their goals are to create a more neighborhood-led approach, including refinement
and implementation of the Framework Transition Plan, and to create more
neighborhood support for a Transition Plan, and more neighborhood control over the
details of implementation. . .”
THE SANTA CLARA NEIGHBORHOOD BLUEPRINT PROJECT
As an initial approach to the goals of the Transition Project, the Santa Clara
Community Organization proposes that the entire community of Santa Clara be
analyzed as not one neighborhood, but a number of discrete neighborhoods. Santa
Clara is a large area with a population of about 18,000 people; more than 10% of the
population of the City of Eugene. The Santa Clara Community Organization believes
the first step in meeting the goals of the Transition Project, regarding neighborhoods
in Santa Clara, is to define these neighborhoods. To that end, the Santa Clara
Community Organization proposes that an active and ongoing committee of the
Organization research these neighborhoods, and present their findings in a final
report as a foundation for future recommendations and actions regarding these
neighborhoods.
The Transition goals addressed by this group would include:
• Transition Goal #3: Develop and adopt neighborhood-based community
community plans and programs for the River Road and Santa Clara
communities, including a common vision, goals and a set of strategic
implementing actions.
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Santa Clara Community Organization funding grant request, cont.
• Transition Goal #4: Strengthen and expand the roles of the River Road and
Santa Clara Community Organizations in local governance and decision
-making.
• Transition Goal #5:
Establish and maintain stable and livable
neighborhoods that sustain distinct community character, connections,
and heritage; and that provide for diverse housing choices, inviting open
spaces, recreational opportunities, social activities, and neighborhoodbased commercial and other services in a child and family friendly
environment; and
• Transition Goal #6: Guide growth in a way that strengthens the character of
existing neighborhoods, and supports sustainable development with
design excellence and creative, environmentally sound planning.
ACTION PLAN:
From its original farming community inception Santa Clara has developed over time
not as a continual development but as a series of growth spurts since the 1950s.
Each of these spurts has created unique neighborhoods. In order to meet the
Transition goals concerning “strengthening the character of existing neighborhoods”
said neighborhoods need to be identified. The charge of the Santa Clara Community
Organization to its Neighborhood Blueprint Committee is to identify and define
discrete neighborhoods within the Santa Clara area and to characterize them by using
historical overviews, the Regional Land Information Database, and first hand
analyses of these neighborhoods. Initial identification of these neighborhoods will be
accomplished by a series of historical maps and aerial photos, then confirming
boundaries of these neighborhoods by ground observation. The committee will
identify each neighborhood by describing:
• Typical zoning, lot size, age, etc. (using aerials, maps, RLID)
• Architecture (ground observation and recording; photos)
• Open Spaces
• Creeks, swales, other open drainways
• Historical vestiges
• Tree canopy, street trees
• Transportation corridors(streets, sidewalks, paths, alleys, bus stops)
• Stormwater management and facilities
• Public facilities (schools, parks, etc.)
• Encroachments (aberrations to the general neighborhood character)
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The Santa Clara Neighborhood Blueprint process is the first phase in addressing the
following Strategies and Actions delineated in the Transition Project Final Report:
Governance #1A: Continue the River Road & Santa Clara community planning
process.
#2E: Develop, promote, and provide for targeted plan(s), incentives, and programs for the River Road and Santa Clara
communities, and for both in-City and non-City residents
that recognize and respect the challenges of living in
neighborhoods undergoing significant growth and change.
Community Landscapes
#1C: Acquire, preserve, and restore neighborhood stream corridors, riparian areas, wetlands and other natural areas;
and provide for appropriate public access to these natural
areas.
#1E: Preserve Agricultural lands within the established boun-daries of the River Road and Santa Clara communities.
(streets)

#2A: Develop “context sensitive” street design models applicable
to the River Road and Santa Clara communities.
#2E: Maintain older local street sections and feature “as-is”, and/
or blend newer streets with older street features and standards.

(neighborhood) 2A: Promote the identification of distinct neighborhoods within
the larger River Road and Santa Clara communities; and
also promote the development of local neighborhoodbased commercial districts and services within such
neighborhoods.
#2B: Establish neighborhood development standards, including
building design, scale, and density provisions for infill and
new subdivision housing, which provide for both diversity
in housing choice and for compatibility with current neighborhood housing types and styles.
(historic resources) #2C: Develop programs and initiatives to preserve and
restore historic sites, patterns, properties, and structures
in the River Road and Santa Clara communities.
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